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Dutch Society for the protection of animals
Oldest (1864) and largest (165.000 members)
350 employees, 70 in head office
4 regional offices
30.000 volunteers
Informing the public
Helping animals in need
Lobbying industry and politics
Involved in research
Member Eurogroup for Animals
Lobbying EU institutions
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Improving animal welfare through the (super)market
• Legislation is necessary, but not sufficient to improve animal welfare
• For years the DSPA supported more animal friendly products by means
of communication
• Discussions within organization and with members about our own label
• In 2007 we introduced the Better Life trademark on a chicken concept

Starting points Better Life
trademark
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standards above legal requirements
Important welfare improvements
Gradual improvement of standards
15 to 25% more expensive is acceptable for farmers and consumers
No cannibalism on organic products
Partnerships: partner with supermarkets and industry
Competition between supermarkets on Corporate Social Responsibility
Increasing consumer awareness
Role government: subsidies for farmers and facilitation
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Developing standards Better Life
Starting points
• Science based: behaviour and needs of animals
• Comparison with existing standards:
–
–
–
–

Legislation
Quality Assurance Systems
Animal Welfare labels
Organic standards

Preconditions Dutch SPA (no excesses), e.g.:
• Slower growing breeds (broilers), no anaemia (calves),
short duration of animal transport, stunning before slaughter etc.
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Levels of animal welfare
- broilers: slower growing breeds, more space, enrichment,
covered outdoor run
- pigs: more space, enrichment, no castration
- veal calves: no anaemia, more roughage
- free range laying hens
- free range chickens
- outdoor bred / indoor reared pigs
- organic
- comparable animal welfare
(e.g. Rondeel eggs)
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Categories Better Life trademark
broilers

+

+

+

laying hens

+

+

+

pigs

+

+

+

calves

+

-

+

beef cattle

+

+

+

dairy cattle

in development

in development in development

rabbits

+

-

-

turkeys

+

+

+

catfish, turbot

-

-

fish
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Organization
• Dutch Society for the protection of Animals:
–
–

owner, standard setting, communication
no revenue from Better Life trademark

• Foundation Better Life trademark:
–
–
–
–

intake of participants
coordination of third party controls
companies (except farmers) pay for participation
control and certification on the basis of existing
quality assurance systems (on top checklists)
– control through complete chain:
from farmer up to packaging
– chain directors
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Results Better Life

Number of animals

In 2016:
• 26 million animals with a Better Life
• 1600 farmers
• 425 food processors
• 18 supermarkets
• Turnover rate in supermarkets
of more than 800 million Euro
Market shares in 2015 (IRI 2016)
Pork 29%, poultry meat 14%, beef 7%, veal 72%, eggs 36%
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Opportunities for market concepts in the EU
Eurobarometer: representative sample in all 28 EU Member States:
• 94% finds protecting welfare farm animals important
• 82% think farm animals need better protection
• 59% is willing to pay 5% more, 6% 6-10%, 5% 11-20%, 3% >20%
• 52% of Europeans look for animal welfare labels
Conclusion:
• There is care and concern, there is willingness to pay extra, there is
interest in labels

There is room for market concepts
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Succes of the Better Life trademark
•
•
•
•
•

Cooperation between industry, supermarkets and Dutch SPA
Consumer directed campaigns from NGO’s
Social concerns about animal welfare
Consumer demands
Supermarkets want to offer more
animal friendly products
• Cooperation supermarkets and Dutch SPA
in marketing: yearly Better Life week

Better Life trademark best known consumer label
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Planning 2017 and further
•
•
•
•

More processed products: sausages, meals, canned food, pet food
Food Service, butchers, restaurants etc.
International cooperation (Deutscher Tierschutzbund)
Cooperation Nature & Environment and Bird Protection:
–
–

Pilots BLk with nature and environment
Pilot BLk for dairy products

• Animal feed is a part of the environmental aspects:
–
–
–
–

Energy
Animal feed
Manure
Nature: bird life

Animal feed in Better Life
Focus in criteria:
• Land use, fertilizers, pesticides, production region, bird life
Aspects criteria Better Life trademark:
• Sustainable soy (RTRS)
• Sustainable palm oil (RSPO)
• Closed circular systems
• Less detrimental pesticides
• Non GMO for 2 and 3 stars
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Thanks for
your attention
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